Notice for the Student Participants of 25th CRSI-NSC Meeting (19-21, July 2019), IIT Kanpur

1. The accommodation for all the student participants (CRSI meeting) is arranged in Hall of Residence-1 (Hall-1) at IIT Kanpur. Please go to C-101 to check in (available 24x7).

   Earliest Checkin: 18 th July, 2:00 pm
   Latest Checkout: 22 nd July, 9:00 am.

2. A bed-sheet and a pillow with cover are given to all the student participants. You are requested to carry towels, extra bed-sheets, blankets & pillow covers, mosquito repellants etc.

3. A fixed accommodation fee of Rs.250/per day should be paid for your stay at IIT-Kanpur.

4. All the student participants are requested to pay accommodation fee in advance (before arrival to IIT-Kanpur) though online-SBI-iCollect. A detailed instruction for payment is provided in the following link: You need to show the payment receipt to secure accommodation.

   https://drive.google.com/file/d/12mdTEoyf3G9Y7XyaA4ZrT8m209gv5Ltg/view?usp=sharing

5. Food arrangements:
   - Dinner: 18, 19, 20 July (8:00 pm, Venue: Type 2, Community Center, IIT Kanpur)
   - Breakfast & Lunch: 19, 20, 21 July (8:00 am, Venue: Lawns of L20, Academic Area, IIT Kanpur)

6. Taxis are available from the Kanpur Railway station and Lucknow/Kanpur Airports. Students should ask the Taxi to drop at the Hall-1 (within IIT Kanpur). At the entrance of the IIT Kanpur main gate, inform the securities that you are a participant of CRSI/ACS meeting.

   You may prebook taxis with the following IIT Kanpur based taxi operators for pickups/drops. However, organizers won't be mediating the booking for the participants.

   Bhanu Yadav: 9336339396
   Vinod Yadav: 9336222326
   Manoj Singh: 9044988983

6) Weather: It is Monsoon time and Kanpur is getting moderate rain. Temperature varies from 28-31 deg. C. It is advised to bring umbrellas or rain covers, and appropriate clothes.

7) For any queires, you may contact Dr. Shubhendra Tripathi (Mobile No: 9695592299).